Who says you can’t be all things to all people? e5 is the go-anywhere, do-anything furniture solution that can be used to furnish everything from private offices and open plan spaces to benching applications – all while promoting productivity and collaboration.

**Easy to Specify.** e5 offers a logical, intuitive structure along with a minimum number of parts – so specifying is simple and quick.

**Easy to Install.** We know (down)time is money – so we put a whole lot of brainpower into designing uncomplicated connections. Modular units, for example, simply slide and lock securely into place, requiring minimal tools and fasteners.

**Easy to Power.** This is where e5 really excels. Our innovative Technology Beltway takes power throughout any configuration, seamlessly and transparently - even after the system has been assembled. Connections are all easily made from a seated position.

**Easy to Reconfigure.** e5 prepares you for whatever the future may bring – because it’s a cinch to rearrange, reuse and reinvent your space as conditions dictate. Today’s bench can become tomorrow’s executive desk, or vice versa.

**Easy to Store.** e5 offers a myriad of components and storage options that enhance productivity and maximizes the efficient use of your valuable floor space.
A FRESH PERSPECTIVE ON ANY WORK SPACE.
ONE COLLECTION, MANY DESIGNS.

e5 is an ideal furniture solution when it comes to private office spaces. The desking elements can be configured to accommodate any size workspace, with flexible storage options that fit neatly into any plan.

e5’s common-sense approach to building a workspace makes it just as Easy to Specify private offices as collaborative environments.
A variety of freestanding and wall-mounted components let you create near-endless configurations, in colors and finishes that range from traditional to ultra-modern. Use e5 throughout your office to create a unified look, feel and function while enhancing your Easy to Reconfigure flexibility.

Easy-to-attach acrylic or laminate Modesty Panels are available for all standard configurations.
Overhead Storage Cabinet with hinged doors. Available with laminate, frosted glass or colored glass doors.

A magnetic Tackboard spans between vertical components to display notes, photos and art.

Utilizing the flexibility of the e5 components, you can create any number of private suites that provide solutions for an efficient office space.

Select e5 bundles are ready to ship within three business days. Choose from 16 different bundles. Surfaces and storage elements in White or Raven. Refer to List Price Catalog for more information.

Overhead Cabinets may be supported by Corner Units with shelves or Storage Modules.

*Glass Door Panels

- Frosted
- Silk
- Willow
- Azure
- Black

*Overhead Storage Cabinet with hinged doors. Available with laminate, frosted glass or colored glass doors.
Benching solutions can accommodate multiple workers in a minimal amount of space. Desking systems can include rectangular or hatchet (tapered) work surfaces. Standing-height work surfaces that easily attach to the Technology Wall make a complete desk system.

Benching applications make extremely efficient use of real estate while promoting collaboration. e5 makes benching even more comfortable and productive with options for standing-height work surfaces, overhead storage and below desk storage options. Mobile Pedestals allow you to take your files with you to another workstation while Standing-Height Work Surfaces provide space for quick collaboration with a co-worker, or optional standing workspace to help keep workers more active.
Work surfaces cantilever into position and storage components simply slide and lock into place atop our Technology Walls – the load-bearing equivalent of our Technology Beltways. That’s just one of many **Easy to Install** touches! Adding Productivity Areas is ideal for back-to-back end-of-run applications.

When using the optional foot kit with the Technology Wall you can create a freestanding charging station with counter-height table.

Standing-height work surfaces invite collaboration and promote movement.

Modular components install in a snap – they slide and lock into place. Overhead Cabinets are offered with or without frosted glass or laminate doors, or as an open pass-through. Tack Panels or Dry Erase boards fit on the reverse side of cabinets.
More and more of today’s workplaces require a level of collaboration that panel systems just won’t allow. e5 delivers the space-saving footprint and expansive power capabilities of a panel solution in an environment that promotes interaction, without the isolating walls. Easy-to-Power features include Technology Beltways and a variety of 8-wire/4-circuit Power Kits that will accommodate even the most tech-intensive environments.
With e5 you can create multi-person workstations by simply connecting tables together. Top mounted acrylic or fabric screens act as privacy panels. Power up your workstation with the addition of a Beltway and Power Kits. Finish with storage solutions that provide easy access.

Open workstations can be set up in groups which allow you to take advantage of the Technology Beltway as a shared power source.

Technology Beltway includes steel framework, laminate cladding on tops and sides, all necessary hardware for surface connections and power elements. Adds 71/4” to desk height.

The Mobile Pedestal provides convenient mobile storage space and the cushion top allows for impromptu touchdown meetings.

Power and data outlets are placed within arm’s reach while an integral trough below the work surface conceals excess cabling.
When adding workers and reconfiguring work environments, you can easily re-purpose e5 components into entirely new applications and expand office layouts with minimal disruption. The 120° e5 Workstation Pods have three power options - with no cutouts, with surface power module cutouts (power modules are ordered separately), or with power beltways. Whatever your needs, now and in the future, you can count on e5 for an easy solution.

Leg Cover Kit accessory creates a clean finished look. Used with plain and surface power configurations only (Not for use with beltways).
3-Way Pod: Table size options are 24” D x 48” W or 30” D x 60” W. Add half rounds to the table ends of the 120 for a collaborative area.

Above Surface Acrylic Privacy Panels can be mounted on top of surface (tables, beltways, cabinets, etc.).

Above Surface Fabric Tack Panels. The space divider provides privacy and a functional tack board in one. Mounts on top of surface (tables, beltways, cabinets, etc.).
Tackle storage challenges with e5 storage options to enhance productivity and maximize the use of your valuable floor space. From overhead to freestanding, from layered height to surface supporting, e5’s **EASY TO STORE** solutions bulks up your storage capacity with near endless configurations. Freestanding casegoods include a variety of layered- and desk-height Storage Units as well as Wardrobes and Bookcases.

**Finishing Touches**
Black, White and Silver paints for steel legs and beltways coordinate beautifully with the below palette of laminates.

- Designer White
- Summer Suede
- Cocoa
- Biltmore Cherry
- Columbian Walnut
- Raven
Banca Soft Seating

A perfect seating solution to accompany the e5 desking series, Banca soft seating combines laminate bases with soft cushions to create comfortable, functional meeting spaces that invite interaction. The seat bases are ordered separately from seat cushions, benches and table tops. Bases offered with e5 cabinet legs (Silver, Black and White) or casters (Black only). Tables can be used in a corner, between benches or workstations, or as an end or coffee table. Upholstered seats and benches are available in all Momentum® fabrics and COM*.

Banca Soft Seating used in an open reception or social setting takes full advantage of the breadth of the line. Seating is comprised of a laminate wood base with thick upholstered seat cushions. Bases available in 24", 36" or 48" widths.

Banca Soft Seating used in an open reception or social setting takes full advantage of the breadth of the line. Seating is comprised of a laminate wood base with thick upholstered seat cushions. Bases available in 24", 36" or 48" widths.

Additional features of the Banca series include open bases with laminate table tops to create a companion coffee table. Taller laminate corner tables and end tables are also available.

*e5 Banca can be used as an alternative seating area within a private office space.
STANDING-HEIGHT TABLES.

As needs change, e5 responds with common-sense components that offer abundant reconfiguration possibilities to reuse, rearrange or reinvent your workspace. The e5 Standing-Height Tables offer unique solutions for small meetings, collaboration or shared workspace. Comfortable height for standing or elevated seating when used with the Bistro Chair. Available in square or rectangle. Also available on casters for easy mobility.

**Finishing Touches**
Black, White and Silver paints for steel legs and coordinate beautifully with the below palette of laminates.

- Designer White
- Summer Suede
- Cocoa
- Biltmore Cherry
- Columbian Walnut
- Raven

Standing-Height Square Tables. 1⅝” Thermally Fused Laminate worksurfaces available in 6 colors with matching 2mm PVC edging.

Standing-Height Tables provide optional precut hole cutouts for surface electrical or conferencing equipment. One cutout on 48” and 60”W tables and two cutouts on 72” and 84”W tables.
Keep™ Modular Wall

Keep™ Modular Wall System is a free standing storage-wall solution that improves productivity by providing ready access to materials, dividing and defining space, and enhancing privacy. They easily adapt to today’s changing needs and provide various configuration options for e5. It divides and defines space with multiple component options and an unlimited number of freestanding sections, promoting productivity and giving workers ready access to stored materials. It enhances privacy in any open office and collaborative work area. Now, improving productivity in any open-plan space is as simple as adding Keep walls and storage components. The range of configurations and aesthetics is only limited by the imagination.